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Warning - This Publication may

LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS

contain some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2279 19 Gladman St. West Launceston Hare: Dip Stick

Weekly Bull Shit Run report for run 2279 Dip Stick Virgin Run

As a virgin Hare, I rate my efforts as Hare effort pretty highly.
Yes, I Dipstick set my 1st trail and the hardy team of Hashers were treated to a bit of a looksee of parts unknown - East Launceston. Setting out from number 19, the trail was to the right and up the never ending mountain known as Gladman St. 1/2 arrows were the order of the day, as informed by Bendover and not in too great a
numbers leaving a bit of guesswork to the Hashers. Also arrows at intersections require a bit of fine tuning but it
never hurts to have room for improvement. Trail then continued up into the dark recesses of Philip Street, a
false trail deceptively appearing but Hashers weren't fooled and up onto High Street they ventured. The delicious food vans were in evidence but no stopping for the Hashers as they had checkpoint to negotiate, was it
Scott Street or Elizabeth Street. Along Welman Street to a part of town not yet discovered and the steps in Adelaide Street. Another check which Hashers quickly realised took them along My Street and through a laneway,
or was that someone's drive. Down the High Street hill and right into Clarence Street, along Lyttleton Street,
down Arthur Street and up the other side. When it looked like this run was going to go on for ever the ON
HOME was spotted outside St Aiden’s church where the boys were spotted checking out the dancing girls practicing in the hall. No chance of missing that as it may have even been visible from outa space - I Dipstick didn't
want the responsibility of anyone not being able to make it back safely.

ON ON:
Dip Stick the Virgin is setting his first run, determined that nothing will go wrong he organised with Macca
that he would pick up the beer trailer on Thursday night. Dip Stick arrives at Hadspen as promised but
there is no sign of the beer trailer. Macca has no idea where its gone twenty phone calls later its located
at Sheila’s. What else can go wrong thinks Dip stick, the run has been set there is a fire pot and wood a
gallon of beer left in the keg. The keg soon runs out Abba dispatchers a couple of Hashers to his Saab to
get a new keg. The beer is pouring well Tyles has stoked up the fire pot. A successful run and ON ON for
the virgin Hare Dip Stick

On Downs:
Some Hasher will do anything to gain a point in the footy tipping. One Hasher concocted a plan, get the wife to
send in his tips 5 minutes before the end of last Fridays game Hawks by 35 points followed by the rest of the
rounds tips, Regards Roberts wife I forgot to send them in for Robert please do not tell him I forgot. Who the
fu@k is Robert. Is it the Lesbian or Tyles. Up you get Tyles
Next up for a drink is our Hare tonight is the virgin run setter Dip
Stick.
One would think that the G.M would know who does the run report, up you get Rickshaw no run report for last weeks run

The Walkabout Monks [Boong] Rigged Raffle:
Bugsy: Bag Gum Jubes
Loggie: Smut DVD.
Abba: Mini Air compressor.
Delly: Six pack XXXX Mid strength

The New 2017 Committee The Committee that “Takes Control”
GM: Rickshaw JM: Bendover, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Boong, Trail Master: Delly, Horn: Abba, Lip: Inlet, Scribe: Run report is
now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 8th August 4 Erica Crt Summerhill Hare: Delly
Tuesday 15th August 53 Newlands St Trevallyn Hare: Scary
Tuesday 22nd August 13 Fryett St Waverley Hare Bendover

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 10th August Newstead Hotel Hare XXX
Joke of the Week.
Two blondes walk into a salon and the receptionist asks "Are you sisters? And the blondes reply "No we
aren't even catholic."
My wife and I were in Walmart the other day when I saw that they had an 18 pack of beer on sale for
$9.97. Naturally I picked up a case and put it in the cart. Immediately my wife said, “What do you think
you are doing? We don’t need that. Put it back!” With a sigh and a grumble under my breath I put the
case of beer back on the shelf. A few minutes later we were in the personal care isle when she puts a $20
bottle of face cream in the cart. “$20? What do you need that for?” “It’s my face cream, it makes me
beautiful for you,” she responded. And I shot right back with…“So does an 18 pack of beer, and it’s half
the price!”

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Which Hasher is
Robert and sent
their tipping in
late last week

Not me I am
Glen

I may be
called Robert
sometimes

